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What is the CogAT?

The Cognitive Abilities Test, or CogAT, is a nationally standardized multiple-choice test that is
often used to identify students for gifted and talented programs. The test is divided by grade
level, with the CogAT Level 8 being administered to 2nd graders. The most current version of the
test, the CogAT Form 8, has three sections: Verbal, Nonverbal, and Quantitative. Each of these
sections has three unique question types. The table below shows all nine question types:

Verbal Battery Nonverbal Battery Quantitative Battery

Picture Analogies Figure Matrices Number Analogies

Sentence Completion Figure Classification Number Puzzles

Picture Classification Paper Folding Number Series

You can view a sample question from each battery below. Answers and explanations can be
found at the end. For more free sample questions and to try out a free timed quiz on our
website, check out our Free CogAT 2nd Grade Sample:

Free CogAT Practice

Continue to the next page to view the free sample questions.
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Verbal Sample Question: Picture Analogies

A                                 B                                  C                                  D
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Nonverbal Sample Question: Figure Matrices

A                                 B                                  C                                  D
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Quantitative Sample Question: Number Series

Try a Free CogAT Quiz

Continue to the next page to view the answers and explanations.
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Answers & Explanations
Verbal Analogies: B. The correct answer is the baseball. In the top row, the first picture
is a tennis racket. The second picture is a tennis ball. Both are used to play tennis, and
when playing, you hit the ball with the racket.

The bottom row should have the same relationship. The first picture is a baseball bat.
This means the second picture should be something else that you use to play baseball.
It should also be what you hit with the bat. This makes the baseball the correct answer.

Figure Matrices: A. The correct answer is the grey triangle pointing to the right. In the
top row, the first box has a white arrow pointing up. In the second box, there is a grey
arrow pointing right. From the first box to the second, the arrow rotates on its side, and
changes color from grey to white.

The bottom row will have the same pattern. In the first box, there is a white triangle. The
second box should have the triangle rotate on its side, and the color should change from
white to grey.

Number Series: D. The correct answer is 9 beads. From left to right, there are 1, 3, 5, and
7 beads. We can see that the pattern is adding 2 beads to every row. This means the
correct answer will have 2 more beads than 7, making 9 beads the correct answer.

Continue Practicing with Elm Academy
You can continue practicing with more free CogAT sample questions. For a more
comprehensive practice experience, check out our fully online CogAT 2nd Grade Course,
which includes a full-length practice test, 9 quizzes, detailed lessons, and a study guide.

Wishing you the best of luck!
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